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We consider finite volume effects on the electro-magnetic pion form factor near the chiral limit, in
the so-called ε regime. The pseudoscalar-vector-pseudoscalar three-point function is calculated in
the ε expansion of chiral perturbation theory to the next-to-leading order. In the ε regime, finite
volume effects are non-perturbatively large in general. However, we find a way to remove its
dominant part, by inserting momenta to the correlators, and taking an appropriate ratio of them.
The subleading contribution is, then, shown to be perturbatively small, and one can extract the
form factor as in a similar way to that in the p regime.
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1. Introduction

2. The ε expansion of ChPT
We consider ChPT in an Euclidean finite volume V = T L3 with the periodic boundary condition in every direction. The chiral Lagrangian [1, 2] is given by
)† (
)] Σ [
]
F 2 [(
LChPT =
Tr ∂µ U(x) ∂µ U(x) − Tr M †U(x) +U † (x)M + · · · ,
(2.1)
4
2
where U(x) is the chiral field taken as an element of the group SU(N f ). Σ denotes the chiral
condensate and F is the pion decay constant both in the chiral limit. Here, the higher order terms
2
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The pion form factor is one of the fundamental low-energy quantities in QCD. In terms of
chiral perturbation theory (ChPT), it is related to the low-energy constants (LECs) at the nextto-leading order [1, 2]. However, it is still a challenge for lattice QCD to fully understand the
low-energy behavior of the pion form factors. In fact, all the lattice data so far simulated show
lower values of the pion charge radius, which is obtained from the electro-magnetic form factor of
the pions, than that of the experiment (see a recent summary in [4]).
The lower values of the pion charge radius in lattice QCD are not surprising, since ChPT
predicts a logarithmic divergence towards the pion mass zero limit, and we can assume that the
enhancement has just not appeared yet, with our simulated pion masses. But in order to confirm
such a logarithmic curve from the first principle, a lattice QCD simulation near the physical point
of the pion mass is essential.
Simulating QCD near the physical pion mass requires a large numerical cost to make the finite
volume effects under control. It is often stated that the pion mass multiplied by the lattice size, mπ L
should be greater than 4 [5]. If we want to employ the overlap fermions or domain-wall fermions
to keep a good chiral symmetry, which may be another essential point for reproducing the chiral
logarithm, this requirement is difficult with currently available computational resources.
In this work, we would like to propose an alternative direction: to find lattice observables
which have small sensitivity to the volume size. The key issue is how to reduce the contribution
from the pion zero mode. In fact, the above criteria mπ L = 4, comes from a naive estimate for the
zero-momentum pion’s propagation wrapping around the lattice, exp(−mπ L), as mπ is its energy.
If we can remove the effect of the zero-mode, and replace the pion mass by some higher energy in
the above estimate: Eπ L, our lattice size L can be taken smaller.
To this end, we consider the “worst” case: the so-called ε regime [3] where mπ L < 1. In the ε
regime, the finite volume effects are ∼ 100 % in general, but it is possible to quantify them within
the ε expansion of ChPT. In this work, we calculate the pseudoscalar-vector-pseudoscalar threepoint function in the ε expansion, and find a way to cancel the zero-mode’s effect by inserting the
momentum (or taking subtraction), and making appropriate ratios of them with different momenta.
We show that the remaining finite volume effect from non-zero modes is perturbatively small ∼
√
O(1/F 2 V ), where F denotes the pion decay constant. Unlike many other examples in the ε
regime, our method does not use any peculiarity of the ε expansion, and makes the analysis almost
the same as in the p expansion. Since this method works in the “worst” case, the application to the
p regime should be straightforward.
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are not shown but exist, which is expressed by the ellipses. For simplicity, we consider a diagonal
quark mass matrix M = diag(m, m, m, · · ·).
In the ε regime (mπ V 1/4  1) [3], we need to integrate the zero-momentum mode of pions
exactly, since its fluctuation becomes non-perturbatively large. Thus, separating the zero-mode
U0 ∈ SU(N f ) from the others, we parametrize the chiral field as
(√
)
i 2
ξ (x) ,
(2.2)
U(x) = U0 exp
F

∫

d 4 x ξ (x) = 0,

(2.3)

should be always satisfied to avoid the double-counting of the zero-mode.
Now let us expand ChPT according to the counting rule
1
1/2
∼ mπ ∼ m1/4 ∼ ξ (x).
(2.4)
V 1/4
The Chiral lagrangian Eq. (2.1) in this ε expansion is given by
] 1 [
[(
) ]
]
Σ [
Σ
LChPT = − Tr M †U0 +U0† M + Tr ∂µ ξ ∂µ ξ (x) + 2 Tr M †U0 +U0† M ξ 2 (x) + · · · .
2
2
2F
(2.5)
U0 ∼ O(1),

ε ∼ ∂µ ∼

Namely, we have to consider a hybrid system of bosonic field ξ and a matrix theory U0 , which
weakly interact.
For ξ (x) fields, it is not difficult to perform the Gaussian integrals in terms of the “propagator”,
¯ − y) − δi j δkl
hξi j (x)ξkl (y)iξ = δil δ jk ∆(x

1 ¯
∆(x − y),
Nf

(2.6)

where the second term comes from the constraint Trξ = 0. It is important to note that
1
¯
∆(x)
≡
V

eipx
,
2
p6=0 p

∑

(2.7)

denotes the propagation of the massless bosons, except that the zero-mode contribution is absent in
the sum over momentum p = 2π (nt /T, nx /L, ny /L, nz /L), with integers nµ .
On the other hand, the integral over the zero-modes (denoted by h· · ·iU0 ) has to be nonperturbatively treated as a matrix integral, which often requires non-trivial mathematical techniques. The zero-mode integration is in general expressed by the Bessel functions [6], which
makes the correlator look quite different from that in the conventional p regime.
This special feature of the zero-mode contribution in the ε regime has been used as an advantage to extract the physical quantities which are sensitive to the finite volume. For example, the
chiral condensate Σ can be cleanly determined [7] since the other higher-order LEC’s give smaller
contribution in the ε regime than that in the p regime. In this work, however, we show another
direction : how to reduce such a peculiarity of the ε regime. Since the zero-mode contribution
always appears as a position independent constant, we can remove it with simple manipulations.
3
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where ξ (x) = T a ξ a (x) denotes the non-zero momentum modes. Here, T a ’s are the generators of
SU(N f ) group, of which normalization is determined by Tr[T a T b ] = 12 δ ab . Since the constant mode
is denoted by U0 , a constraint on ξ (x)
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3. Removing the dominant finite volume effects in the ε expansion

hP(x)P(y)i = A + B

1
V

eiq(x−y)
+···,
q2
q6=0

∑

(3.1)

where A and B denote the zero-mode’s contribution, and ellipses imply higher order terms.
First, let us remove x or y-independent part A . It is not difficult to see that any constant
∫
contribution cannot survive in the Fourier transform, f (x0 ; p) ≡ d 3 x e−ip·x f (x), where p 6= 0 is
the three dimensional momentum. Namely, we have
eiq (x0 −y0 )
L3
hP(x0 ; p)P(y0 ; p )i = B δp,−p0 ∑ 0 2
+···,
T
(q ) + p2
q0
0

0

(3.2)

where x0 or y0 denote the temporal element of x and y, respectively. It is physically reasonable that
the correlator having a momentum is less sensitive to the finite volume effects.
Even with p = 0, it is possible to remove A by a subtraction of the operators at different timeslices: ∆ f (x0 ; 0) ≡ f (x0 ; 0) − f (x0ref ; 0), where x0ref is the arbitrary reference time, provided that x0ref
is satisfactory larger than the inverse QCD scale 1/ΛQCD , to avoid a contamination from the excited
states. More explicitly, we have
L3
eiq (x0 −y0 )
h∆P(x0 ; 0)P(y0 ; 0)i = B
+···.
∑
T q0 6=0 (q0 )2
0

(3.3)

Next, let us remove the over-all constant B of the x − y dependent part. Noting that the same
B is shared among the correlators with different momenta, one can easily remove this by taking a
ratio of them, for example,
∑q0
hP(x0 ; p)P(y0 ; p0 )i
= δp,−p0
h∆P(x0 ; 0)P(y0 ; 0)i
∑0

0

eiq (x0 −y0 )
(q0 )2 +p2

q 6=0

0 (x −y )
0 0
(q0 )2

eiq

+···.

(3.4)

Note that the higher order terms (denoted by elliplses) still have the zero-mode’s effects, but they
should be suppressed typically by 1/4π F 2V 1/2 .
We note that this strategy is always applicable to any correlation functions. In the above
simplest example, there remains no important low-energy QCD quantity unfortunately. However,
this is not the case in our main target, the three-point functions in the next section.
4
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As we have stressed in the previous sections, the dominant finite volume effect on the correlators hO(x1 )O(x2 )O(x3 ) · · ·i comes from the zero-mode of the pion. Since the zero-mode itself has
no xi dependence, its effects always appear as xi independent constant terms, or overall constant
factors on xi -dependent part, which come from the interaction with the non-zero modes. Therefore,
it is always possible to remove them from the LO contribution of the ε expansion. To illustrate this,
let us consider the simplest example: the two point function.
The two point correlation function of the pseudoscalar operators can be expressed by
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4. Pseudoscalar-Vector-Pseudoscalar three-point function
Now let us consider the pseudoscalar-vector(in the temporal direction)-pseudoscalar threepoint function, which is a relevant correlator to determine the pion charge radius in lattie QCD.
We calculate it to the next-to-leading order (or 1-loop in ξ fields), and find that the following three
expressions are useful:

(4.1)

L3 Σ2eff

h∆P(x0 : 0)V0 (y0 : q)P(z0 : pi )i =
hC (U0 )iU0 δq,−pi FV (q0 , q)
4Feff
[
]
× iE(pi )∆c(0,t)s(pi ,t 0 ) + iE(0)∆s(0,t)c(pi ,t 0 ) + · · · ,

(4.2)

L3 Σ2eff

h∆P(x0 : 0)V0 (y0 : q)∆P(z0 : 0)i =
hC (U0 )iU0 δq,0 FV (q0 , q)
4Feff
[
]
× iE(0)∆c(0,t)∆s(0,t 0 ) + iE(0)∆s(0,t)∆c(0,t 0 ) + · · · .

(4.3)

Here, FV (q0 , q) is our target quantity, the vector form factor of the pion, including some
(perturbative) finite volume effects. But first, we discuss the other parts(to be removed.
) Note
(N 2f −1)β1
that the low-energy constants include the one-loop corrections: Σeff = Σ 1 + N F 2V 1/2 , Feff =
f
(
)
N f β1
F 1 + 2F 2V 1/2 with the shape-coefficient β1 (See Ref. [8]). The dependence on t = x0 − y0 (and

t 0 = y0 − z0 ) is expressed by
c(p,t) =

cosh [E(p)(t − T /2))]
sinh [E(p)(t − T /2))]
, s(p,t) =
.
2E(p) sinh [E(p)(t − T /2))]
2E(p) sinh [E(p)(t − T /2))]

(4.4)

The zero-mode’s contribution is contained in1
C (U0 ) = 2 + 2[U0 ]11 [U0 ]22 + 2[U0† ]11 [U0† ]22 + [U0 ]11 [U0† ]11 + [U0 ]22 [U0† ]22 ,
and the “energy”,

√
E(p) =

p2 + hMε2 (U0 )iU0 ,

(4.5)

(4.6)

where Mε2 (U0 ) is the “pion mass” in the ε expansion. We don’t give here the explicit form of
Mε2 (U0 ) because it is lengthy, and irrelevant in extracting FV (q0 , q), as shown below. It is only
important to note that Mε2 (U0 ) converges to the conventional Mπ2 in the V → ∞ limit.
Next, let us remove the zero-mode contribution hC (U0 )iU0 , by making two ratios,
hP(x0 : −p f )V0 (y0 : p f − pi )P(z0 : pi )i
h∆P(x0 : 0)V0 (y0 : 0)∆P(z0 : 0)i
E(pi )c(p f ,t)s(pi ,t 0 ) + E(p f )s(p f ,t)c(pi ,t 0 )
= FV (q0 , q)
+ O(e−ET /2 ),
E(0)∆c(0,t)∆s(0,t 0 ) + E(0)∆s(0,t)∆c(0,t 0 )
h∆P(x0 : 0)V0 (y0 : p f − pi )P(z0 : pi )i
R2 (t,t 0 ; p f = 0, pi ) ≡
h∆P(x0 : 0)V0 (y0 : 0)∆P(z0 : 0)i
E(pi )c(p f ,t)s(pi ,t 0 ) + E(p f )s(p f ,t)c(pi ,t 0 )
= FV (q0 , q)
+ O(e−ET /2 ).
E(0)∆c(0,t)∆s(0,t 0 ) + E(0)∆s(0,t)∆c(0,t 0 )
R1 (t,t 0 ; p f , pi ) ≡

1 We

use the same notation as the one in Ref. [9].

5
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L3 Σ2eff
hP(x0 : −p f )V0 (y0 : q)P(z0 : pi )i =
hC (U0 )iU0 δq,p f −pi FV (q0 , q)
4Feff
[
]
× iE(pi )c(p f ,t)s(pi ,t 0 ) + iE(p f )s(p f ,t)c(pi ,t 0 ) + · · · ,
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In these ratios, the zero-mode’s contribution as well as the other peculiar expressions in the ε
such as Σeff , and Feff are all cancelled except for those in E(p) through hMε2 (U0 )iU0 . However, as
t and t 0 dependences are explicitly known, we can fit the lattice data to the above ratios, treating
hMε2 (U0 )iU0 as a free parameter, to extract FV (q0 , q). Therefore, we don’t need the explicit form of
hMε2 (U0 )iU0 . We also find that the NLO contributions which are not proportional to FV (q0 , q) are
exponentially small (as denoted by O(e−ET /2 ))2 . Then the remaining finite volume effects (from
the non-zero modes) are only those within FV (q0 , q), which should be perturbatively small.

Finally, let us consider the remaining perturbative finite volume effects in FV (q0 , q). Although
all the contributions from the zero-mode U0 have been already removed, it still needs a lengthy
expression. Here let us just express it3 by
∆FV (q0 , q) ≡ FV (q0 , q) − FV∞ (q2 ),

(5.1)

where FV∞ (q2 ) is the well-known result for the pion form factor within ChPT (in the chiral limit)
]
[
Nf
2L9r (µsub ) 2
5 2
1 2
1
q2
∞ 2
FV (q ) = 1 −
q − 2
(5.2)
− q ln 2 + q ,
2
6
Feff
2Feff 16π 2
µsub 18
where L9r (µsub ) is the renormalized LEC at the scale µsub .
numerical
Figure
(√ 1 shows our
) estimates for ∆FV (q0 , q) as a function of q = p f − pi , and
√
q0 = i
p2f + Mπ2 − p2i + Mπ2 where we choose Mπ = 135MeV, and Feff = 92.2 MeV. We
take three values of L = 2, 3, 4 [fm] with T = 2L, and N f = 2. As F ∞ (q2 ) is O(1) quantity, one can
see that the finite volume effect is perturbatively small. In particular, it is important to note that it
is less 10% already at L = 3 fm.
As a final remark of this section, let us comment on the contribution from the heavier particles.
It is known in lattice QCD simulations that ChPT estimate for FV∞ (q2 ) is not enough but one needs
to include the effect from the rho-meson resonance. However, even in this case, as the rho meson
or heavier hadrons have negligibly smaller sensitivity to the finite volume than that of the pion,
∆FV (q0 , q) should still be a good estimate for the finite volume effect on the pion form factor.

6. Summary
We have considered finite volume effects on the electro-magnetic pion form factor near the
chiral limit. The pseudoscalar-vector-pseudoscalar three-point function, which is a relevant quantity in lattice QCD simulations to extract the form factor, was calculated in the ε expansion of chiral
perturbation theory to the next-to-leading order.
In the ε regime, as the correlation length of the pion exceeds the volume size, its finite volume
effects become O(1) in general. However, we have shown that it is possible to remove its dominant
expansion of ChPT, those O(e−ET /2 ) terms cannot be neglected until we numerically
confirm that these contribution is exponentially small and negligible.
3 The explicit form of ∆F (q , q) will be shown in our paper [11].
V 0
2 When we strictly apply the ε

6
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5. Remaining finite volume effects
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part, by inserting momenta to the correlators, or making subtraction with the one at a different time
slice, and taking an appropriate ratio of them.
The subleading contribution from the non-zero momentum modes of the pion was, then, shown
to be perturbatively small. This method allows us to extract the pion form factor as in a similar way
to that in the p regime. Especially, we would like to stress that we don’t need any Bessel functions
in the analysis. In fact, our result (at tree-level) was already tried on a small lattice, and a large
value of the pion charge radius was reported [12]. Since this method works in the “worst” case
in the ε regime, and does not need any special feature of the ε expansion, the application to the p
regime should be straightforward.
We thank S. Aoki, S. Hashimoto, and T. Onogi for useful discussions. The work of HF is
supported in part by the Grant-in-Aid of the Japanese Ministry of Education (No. 25800147).
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Figure 1: Numerical estimates for ∆FV .

